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Scott Coey: Sibos is very important to BNY Mellon. It’s very important for our clients as well. It’s
really the place where the banking and the finance industry meet the technology and the
innovators of tomorrow. And where we see things like blockchain adapt and change, and how we
can take those developments and how the bank can pass on that information as well.
Michael Cole-Fontayn: Sibos is all about innovation, because this is where the infrastructure of
the payments systems and capital markets is really debated. The relationship between technology
providers, solutions providers, banks, investment managers all comes together in an ecosystem
that is expressed in one word: Sibos.
Dominic Broom: After a number of years of focus on regulation, it’s refreshing that innovation,
where the industry is heading, where we’re investing for the future, is the top of everybody’s
agenda here at Sibos. And key to that I think is the blockchain applications across various parts of
the industry, both payments and trade finance.
Doug Shulman: We sit in the center of the financial market ecosystem, and at Sibos, we have
partners. We have clients. We have technology companies all coming together to talk about how
do we collaborate better together? How do we connect better together? How do we exchange data
better together? So, it’s a great place to talk about innovation.
Samir Pandiri: Innovation is an enormous opportunity for us to do things differently, more
efficiently and deliver a better client experience. I think it’s a topic that’s front and center that a
lot of our clients are talking about here at Sibos.

Alan Verschoyle-King: I think Sibos is as relevant today to innovation as it was 20 years ago. The
great thing about Sibos is it takes us all out of our normal comfort zone where we’re in with clients
selling. Here, we’re with clients. We’re with partners. We’re with technology companies. And we
can have a truly strategic dialogue around how we can work together and innovate together.
Mike Bellacosa: I think SWIFT has always been a very innovative community. They have Innotribe,
and how we look to really, really look to drive innovation around. But I think, more recently, the
SWIFT GPI initiative has been really exciting in terms of driving payment initiatives and innovation.
It’s really going to help the community in terms of providing good solutions for our clients.
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